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ABSTRACT 
The problem of finding a matrix whose rank is limited from above such that the 
norm of the difference of this matrix and a given matrix is minimal, is approached 
from the point of view of the theory of generalized gradients and normal cones. The 
matrices involved are assumed to be finite, although some results can be generalized 
without further assumptions to the case where the number of rows and columns is 
countably infinite. Two norms will be considered, i.e. the la-induced norm and the 
Frobenius norm, with an emphasis on the latter. Special attention is paid to what will 
be called reversely circulant matrices, which are finite Hankel matrices of a special 
nature. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem we are going to consider is, given a finite, not necessarily 
square, matrix Q”, and k < rank Q”, to find a matrix Q of the same size as 
QOy such that the norm of Q - Q” is minimized under the condition that 
rank Q < k: 
i;f(JQ-Q’[:rankQ$k}, k<rankQ’. 
Here it may happen that the rank of the minimizing Q is less than k (see 
Example 6 at the very end of the paper). Hence requiring that rank Q = k 
would lead to another (probably easier) problem. 
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Some of the results are also valid for matrices with a countably infinite 
number of rows and columns. 
Special attention is devoted to matrices Q” and Q of the form 
1 
al a2 ... a, 
a2 a3 ... a, 
..*.......*..... 
a, a, .a. a,_, 
which we call reversely circu2ant. Recall that a circuht matrix has the form 
‘a, a2 : a” 
\ 
a, a, **. a,-l 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
a2 a3 ... a1 I 
We will approach this minimization problem by using generalized gradients 
and rwnnul cones, introduced by Clarke [l] and investigated by him, 
Rockafellar [2,3], and others. Define f and C by 
f(Q) = IQ - 9’1, C= {Q:rankQgk}. 
Further, let af(Q) be th e set of all generalized gradients off at Q, and let 
N,(Q) be the cone of normals (or twrm& cone) of C at Q. Then, since C is 
closed and f is convex and Lipschitz in a neighborhood of any Q, it follows 
from Rockafellar [2, Theorem 5K] or Clarke [l, Corollary to Proposition 2.4.31 
that for any optimal Q, 
0~ af(Q)+ N,(Q). 
Since in most cases C is not convex, this is only a necessary condition for 
optimality. In order to find a global minimum it will therefore be necessary to 
find first all local minima; see below for details and examples. 
The usual approaches are quite different from the one we will follow. One 
is by applying results about the the singular values of Q”; see e.g. Stewart 
[4]. In particular, if the number of rows and the number of columns are 
countably infinite, and if IQ - Q”I is the Z,-induced norm, that is, if 
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where both l(Q - Q’)x] and 1 ( x are Is-norms, and Q and Q” must, of course, 
belong to the space of matrices whose Zs-induced norm is finite, then it is 
known that if the singular values of Q” are, in descending order, ui, a,, . . . , 
the infimum is a minimum and is equal to u~+~. Moreover, the minimum is 
assumed for a Hankel matrix if Q” itself is a Hankel matrix (a Hankel matrix 
is characterized by the fact that each element depends on only the sum of the 
row index and the column index). If the matrices are finite, the minimum is 
still equal to uk+ 1, but is not necessarily assumed for some Hankel matrix (see 
a counterexample in Section 6, below). Requiring that Q” be reversely 
circulant, it is an open question whether or not the minimum is assumed for 
some reversely circulant matrix. 
Obviously, a disadvantage of working with singular values is that this 
seems difficult to combine with structural properties of the matrices involved, 
such as being Hankel or reversely circulant. Anyhow, it seems that char- 
acterizing all optimal solutions (possessing certain structural properties), if 
the matrices are of infinite size and if the Is-induced norm is adopted, is a 
difficult problem. Perhaps, the approach followed in the present paper might 
be helpful in this respect, even when the matrix elements, which we assume 
to be real numbers, are replaced by matrices, as in systems theory (see e.g. 
Glover [5]). 
Speaking about norms, it is appropriate to remark that although the 
&-induced norm is convenient for the approach reviewed above, it is not for 
the approach we want to follow, simply because then af(Q) usually is not a 
singleton. If instead we take the Frobenius norm, defined by 
i,j 
where qij and qi are the ij-elements of Q and Q”, respectively, then 8 f(Q) 
is a singleton if Q # Q”, and this requirement is satisfied, as rank Q < rank Q”. 
As a result, the condition 0 E af(Q) + N,(Q) becomes tighter. Because of 
this and because the choice of the norm sometimes is not too critical, we will 
put an emphasis on the use of the Frobenius norm. An additional advantage 
is that f then is ordinarily differentiable at Q, so that the main problem that 
remains is to determine N,(Q). 
No matter which norm is selected, we must (assuming that Q” and Q are 
m by n) topologize the space of all m by n matrices. This is done via the 
norm itself, so that the result is a normed space of dimension mn. The dual of 
this space is the set of all linear functionals 
Z:Q-)(Z,Q), 
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which can be represented by m by n matrices Z such that (with a slight 
abuse of notation) 
(Z,Q) = Czijqij = trace(ZrQ). 
i,j 
Our program will be as follows. First we will compute N,(Q), the normal 
cone of C at Q, where C is the feasible region of our optimization problem. 
This is done by first computing T,(Q), which is the cone of tangents of C at 
Q, as introduced by Clarke [l], and then applying polarization to T,(Q). 
The next step is to compute af(Q) for the la-induced norm as well as for 
the Frobenius norm. 
Then we will see what can be deduced from the inclusion 0 E af( Q) + 
N,(Q), in particular if the norm is the Frobenius norm and if the matrices 
involved are reversely circulant. In the latter case a complete computational 
scheme for finding info{ IQ - Q”I : rank Q < k } will be given, by considering 
separately Q’s with rank Q = p for p = k, k - 1,. . . . 
One might wonder why it is necessary to use Clarke’s cone of tangents 
T,(Q) rather than Bouligand’s contingent cone of C at Q, which we indicate 
by K,(Q). The latter is the set of all matrices V such that there exists a 
sequence tj + 0, ti > 0, as well as a sequence Vi + V such that Q + tiVj E C 
for all i [a definition of T,(Q) is given at the beginning of the next section]. 
If we could work with K,(Q) instead of T,(Q), this should certainly be 
preferred, as K,(Q) is easier to compute and to analyse than is T,,(Q). 
However, whereas T,(Q) is always closed and convex, K,(Q), although 
closed, need not be convex, and probably this is the reason why there is no 
satisfactory theory leading to inclusions like 
0 E Jf(Q> + 4(Q), 
with N,(Q) the polar cone of K,(Q). 
To be more specific, consider the case where the matrices involved are 3 
by 3, k = 2, and 
1 0 0 
Q=O 0 0. 
i 1 0 0 0 
Then 
T,(Q) = 
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so that T,(Q) is different from Kc(Q). Since we always have that K,(Q) 3 
T,(Q), this means that this inclusion is strict, and that K,(Q) might be too 
large, so that its polar might be too small. Moreover, this K,(Q) is not 
convex, as is easily verified. 
In this example rank Q < k, so let us now consider the case where 
rank Q = k. Then it can be shown that T,-.(Q) = K,(Q). So, if we required 
that rank Q = k rather than rank Q < k, then using Bouligand’s contingent 
cone would do, but, as pointed out at the beginning of this section, this would 
lead to another problem. 
2. COMPUTING N,(Q) 




where T,(Q), again by definition, is the set of all V such that for all 
sequences Qi, Qs, . . . and t,, t,, . . . satisfying Qi E C, ti > 0, Qi -+ Q, ti -+ 0, 
we can find a sequence Vi, V,, . . . satisfying Qi + tiVi E C and Vi + V. 
THEOREM 1. If rank Q < k, with Q m by n, and if k < min(m, n), then 
V E T,(Q) if and only if V(ker Q) c imQ. Hence for Q fixed, increasing k, 
but so that k < min(m, n) remains true, does not change TJQ).l 
Proof. 
(A) Let V E T,-(Q), and let ti -10. Since for nonsingular A and B of 
appropriate sizes we have V(ker Q) c im Q if and only if AVB(kerAQB) c 
‘The last observation is due to the referee 
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im AQB, we may assume that Q takes the form 
with A p by p, p < k, and nonsingular. Let si = t:/2, and let 
where Z is the k - p by k - p identity matrix, and L is a fixed n - k by 
k - p matrix. So rank Qi = k, Qi + Q. Hence V, -+ V must exist such that 
rank(Qi + sfV,) < k. Partition Vi into submatrices V,i,, 4, r = 1,2,3, and let 
Vqr = limV$. If i is large enough, 
i 




SfV& s,z -t- s;v,, 
is nonsingular, so that rank(Q, + s?Vi) >, k. But rank(Qi f sFVI) G k; hence 
rank(Q, + syVi) = k, and matrices Ki and Ki must exist such that 
si L + si”Vi2 = K;s;V;~ + K;( s,Z + s,2VS2), 
szvi = Kis2vi + Kis2vi 
I 33 1 I 13 2 I 23’ 
AS A is nonsingular, it follows from the first two of these equations that KS 
tends to L and that Ki tends to 0, so that the last equation implies that 
V’ = LV,. But L is arbitrary; hence V, = 0 and V, = 0. By symmetry we 
may interchange the indices 2 and 3, so that also V, = 0 and V,, = 0, and 
hence V(ker Q) c im Q. Notice that this conclusion is only correct if Vs, (or 
V,) is nonempty, which is true because k < min(m, n). 
(A’) A coordinate-free proof of this part of the proof has been given by 
Nieuwenhuis [6]. This leads to the following alternative. Let X + Y + 2 = R” 
be such that dimX=p, dimY=k-p, dimZ=n-k, Q(Y+Z)=O, and 
QX = imQ, Define Qi as follows: Qix = Qx if x E X, Qiy = sif if y E Y for 
some rj E Y, a fixed k - p dimensional subspace of imc Q (the complement of 
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im Q), and QiZ = 0. Then rank Qi = k and Qi + Q, so that Vi -+ V must exist 
such that rank(Qi_+ &) < k. But (Qi + s’V,)X = imQ + sFV;X and (Qi + 
sf-V,)Y = f + syV,Y, so that if i is large enough (Qi + s’V,)(X + Y) is at least 
p + (k - p) = k dimensional. Hence rank(Qi + sFVi) = k, and given any z E 
2, Viz = (Qi + sfVi)sF2z = Qxi + gi for suitable xi E X and tji E Y. Hence 
Vz = Qx + ij for suitable x E X, 6 E Y. But imc Q is m - p dimensional; 
hence, since k < m, and thus k - p < m - p, we can find ij’ E Y”, indepen- 
dent of g, such that for some a~ R, Vz = Qx + OLD’, so that $ = oij’, and 
hence g = 0 and Vz = Qr. But since k < n, 2 is at least 1 dimensional, so 
that we can choose Y and Z such that any given element of ker Q is in Z, 
and it follows that V(ker Q) c QX = imQ. 
(B) Conversely, let V(ker Q) c imQ, and let ti J 0, Qi -+ Q, rank Qi < k 
be given. Again we may assume that Q takes the form 
with A as before. We must find Wi + 0 such that rank(Q, + tiV + tiWi) < k. 
Consider a subsequence such that rank Qi = k’ is constant and there is a 
constant set of k’ independent rows of Qi, including those of (A 0). That is, 
let Qi, up to a permutation of rows and columns, take the form 
where 
for a subsequence. It follows that Li and Li must exist such that 
This may, however, lead to divergent L\ and L\. In order to avoid this, 
check for each row rs of (Qli, Qi2, Q&J in succession whether or not certain 
elements of the row of L’, corresponding to rs diverge to either + cc or - cc 
for a subsequence. If so, select the fastest divergent element, and interchange 
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the row of (Ql,, Q&, Q&) that corresponds to this element with rs. In this 
way we can make sure that LL converges for a subsequence. Since Qi -+ Q, 






0 0 0. 
0 wig w,, 1 
It easily follows that rank(Qi + tiV + tiWi) is equal to the rank of 
i 
Q:l+ tiV,l QL + tiVl2 
Qi.1 + tiVzl 912 
v,, - L’;v,, - Lipi& W& - L’,v,, 
Try to find K’ such that the last “row” of this matrix is K’ times the first 
one. Then its rank will be at most k. Hence put 
V,, - L’1v,, - L;V,, = K’( Qil + tiVll), 
W& - L’1v,, = Ki( Qi2 + tiV,,), 
Wi3 - L’1v,, = P( Qi3 + tiV,,). 
Since Qii tends to the nonsingular A, we can solve for K’ from the first of 
these equations, and since Li -+ 0, it follows from the remaining two equa- 
tions that Wis -+ 0, WA -+ 0, which means that we have found the required 
Wi, and that V E T’(Q). n 
REMARK 1. A coordinate-free alternative for part (B) of the proof must, 
of course, be possible, but even for the case where Qi = Q for all i, it does 
not look very attractive. 
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REMAFUC 2. In the “only if” part of the proof [part (A)] we may replace 
n and/or m by + cc. In the “if” part of the proof, however, problems may 
arise without further assumptions. For example, consider the case where 
p=l, k’= 2, A=l, 
1 1 1 ... 
v= I 1 0 0 .*. 




‘1 0 0 .f. \ 
0 t?/Z t’/3 . . . I 
0 t?/3 I 
t,w . , . . 
. . . . . * . . . . . . . . . I 
Then any Lz will contain divergent elements. On the other hand, if p = k, 
then L\ is empty and no problems can arise. So if p = k, the theorem holds 
for any m and any n, finite or not. 
REMARK 3. If k = min(m, n), then T,(Q) is, of course, equal to the set 
of all m by n matrices, and if p < k, the theorem would be incorrect, 
whereas if p = k it would be trivial. In view of rank Q < rank Qe, we need 
only consider k < min(m, n), however. 
Now that we know what T,(Q) looks like, it is an easy step to compute 
A$.( Q), the normal cone of C at Q. Combining the definition of iV,( Q) given 
at the beginning of this section with what we said about (Z, Q) towards the 
end of the previous section, we have 
Z E N,(Q) if and only if xzjkujk < 0 for all V E Z’,(Q). 
j,k 
If we have that 
Qz( A AR) 
LA LAR 
and put 
Vll v12 v= v 
i i 21 52 ’ 
so that V E T,(Q) if and only if 
V, = - LV,,R + LV,, + V,,R, 
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the inequality can be written as (Vii, Z,,) + (Viz, Z,,) + (Var, Z,,) + 
(&a, Z,,) < 0 if we put 
z z12 z= i i 21 z . 22 
Now, 
vi,> Z,,) = ( - LV,,R + J5v,, + V,,R, z,> 
= VII> ( - LTZ,,RT) + (vm J5922) + (&I> z,q, 
and since the inequality must hold or all V E T,(Q), it follows that 
Z,, = LTZ2,RT, z,, = - LTZ22, Z,, = - Z2,RT, 
which is equivalent to Z(im Q’) = 0 together with Z(imc QT) = ker QT. Hence 
we have shown the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Zf rank Q < k, with Q m by n, and if k < min(m, n), then 
Z E N,(Q) if and only if Z(imQT) = 0 and Z(imcQT) = kerQT. 
In particular, if 
with A still nonsingular, then V E Tc( Q) and Z E A$( Q) if and only if 
V=( z: F] and Z=(i 12). 
Clearly, if rank Q increases, the number of degrees of freedom of Z de- 
creases, so that the inclusion 0 E af(Q) + N,(Q) becomes tighter. 
So far, Q has been arbitrary, but we may impose certain structural 
restrictions on Q. For example, we may require that Q be n by n and 
symmetric. Then automatically V must be symmetric, as Q and V belong to 
the same space, and we must also take Z symmetric, as z belongs to the 
conjugate space. Similarly, we may require that Q be Hankel (then V and Z 
too are Hankel), or that Q be reversely circulant (then V and Z too are 
reversely circulant). 
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3. COMPUTING Jj-(Q) WHEN USING THE 1,INDUCED NORM 
Let Q be a finite m by n matrix, and let 
f(Q) = IQ - Q"I" = L((Q - Q")T(Q -9')). 




so that M is symmetric, and 
Then we can apply a chain rule for generalized gradients; see Clarke [l, 
Theorem 2.3.10, Chain Rule II]. We have that F is strictly differentiable (see 
Clarke [l, p. 301 for a definition), and that its derivative 0, F(Q) satisfies 
D,F(Q)(v)=(Q-QO)‘V+VT(Q-QO) for any m by n matrix V. 
Furthermore, g is Lipschitz in a neighborhood of F(Q) with respect to the 
following norm: 
]M(=sup{(Ms]:Is]<l}, 
where ]Ms] and (s] are Euclidean norms (so that ]M( too is Zs-induced). For 
we have that 
IM - M’I = sup { J(M - M’)sl: (s( < 1) >, sup { ]MsJ - IM’sI: IsI 6 l} 
S S 
>, sup ((MS] - sup { IM’tl: ItI Q l} : (s( < 1) 
S t 
= L&f) - h&w = fdw - dM’)P 
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and similarly, ]M - M’] > g(M’) - g(M), so that ]g(M) - g(M’)] < ]M - 
M’I; hence the Lipschitz constant is equal to 1. Another way of showing that 
g is Lipschitz in a neighborhood of F(Q) is to consider the set of all 
symmetric n by n matrices as a subspace of Rg with q = n2, and to apply 
Rockafellar [2, Proposition 4A], for we have that g is finite everywhere and 
that g is convex, because g(M) is the supremum over Is] < 1 of linear, and 
hence convex, functions (MS, s). 
By Chain Rule II, mentioned above, it now follows that Jf(Q) is the set 
of all 2 such that for some W E dg(M), 
(Z,V)=(W,D,F(Q)(V)) forauv, 
where, as before, (2, V) = Ci,jzij~ij = trace(ZrV), and similarly for 
(W, W’(QV)). B ecause M is symmetric, so is W, and since (A, B) = 
(AT, Br) for any A and B such that this makes sense, it follows that 
Since this must be true for all V. it follows that 
Z = 2(Q - Q”)W, WE Jg(M), 
and it remains to compute dg(M). 
Obviously, M = (Q - Q”)‘( Q - Q”) is positive semidefinite. Further, 
since g is convex, b’g(M) is the set of all subgradients of g at M in the sense 
of convex analysis (see e.g. Rockafellar [7]), so that W E ag(M) if and only if 
g( M + M’) - g(M) > (W, M’) for all M’. 
If U is any orthonormal matrix, this is equivalent to 
g(UTMU+ M’) -g(UTMU) a (W,UM’UT) 
= ( UTWU, M’) forall M’. 
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where I, and I, are identity matrices and p = X_(M). Further, D, is a 
diagonal matrix with positive diagonal elements. Hence the multiplicity of the 
largest eigenvalue of M is p. Partition M’ accordingly as 
then we have that 
>p+(U*WU,M'). 
From the definition of g it easily follows from this that 
ML2 
Mi2 - D22 
>, (UTWU, M’). 
Partition B = U * WU as 
B= 
We will show that B,, = 0, B,, = 0, B,, = 0. First take M{, = 0 and M{, = 0, 
so that M& = 0, and take Mi, so small that D,, - M&, is positive definite. 
Then it follows that 
0 a (B,,, M&t,) for all M.& 
and hence that B,, = 0. Next take Ml, = 0 and Ml, = 0, and for fixed (i, j) 
take the ij-element of M$ equal to m # 0, and take all other elements of M$ 
equal to zero. Then 
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For some diagonal element d of Dss we have that T < k[ - d + (d 2 + 
~vz~)‘/~], as easily follows from the definition of g, for the eigenvalues of the 
matrix to the left are nonpositive, except one which is equal to f[ - d + 
(d 2 + 4m2)1/2]. Expanding the square root gives 
;+ . . . 2 zI(B12)ijJF 
and since we can take m arbitrarily small, it follows that (B12)ij = 0, and 
hence that B,, = 0, and also that B,, = 0. 
Let us now see what B,, looks like. Take Mr’, = 0, hence MB, = 0, and 
take M’ =Oand 22 
. 
For some fixed i let Ai = - 1, and let h j = 0, j # i. Then from 
it follows that 0 > - (Bi,),,. If we let X j = A # 0 for all j, then it follows that 
1 > Ci(Bll)jj if A > 0, and - 1 > - Cj(Bli)jj if A < 0, at least if ]A] is small 
enough. Hence the diagonal elements of B,, are nonnegative and sum to 
unity. But the same must be true for UiTB,,U,, for any orthonormal Ur,, 
which implies that I?,, also must be positive semidefinite. Conversely, if B,, 
is positive semidefinite and if trace B,, = 1, then the last inequality above, 
involving M;,, is satisfied for all M;,, and if we take B,,=O, B,, = 0, 
B,,=O, then g(M+M’)-g(M)>(W,M’) for all M’. Hence we have 
shown the following result. 
THEOREM 3. Let M be any n by n symmetric matrix, and let g(M) = 
X,,(M). Then if 
with U or& run-m&, and p the largest eigenvalue of M, whose multiplicity is 
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equal to p, then ag(M) is the set of all W= UBU* with 
where B,, is a p by p positive semidefinite matrix such that trace B,, = 1. 
REMARK 4. See Clarke [l, Example 2.8.71 for a similar result for positive 
definite M, which is only completely worked out if the multiplicity of 
A,,,,(M) is equal to 1; and further see e.g. Kato [8]. 
REMARK 5. Another approach would be to use the fact that 
a(lQl)= {z:lZld,(ZQ)=IQI~~ 
but this would probably require the same amount of work. 
Combining this theorem with what we found earlier in this section leads 
to the next theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Let Q and Q” be any m by n matrices, and let f(Q) = 
X,,((Q - Q”)*(Q - Q”)). Then af(Q) is the set of all 
Z = 2(Q - Q”)W with W E dh,,( M), 
with M = (Q - Q”)*(Q - Q’), and with Was in Theorem 3. 
If af(Q) is a singleton, then f is ordinarily differentiable. This will 
happen if M is a positive matrix, because then the eigenvector space of X,, 
is one dimensional. It is not clear, however, whether positive matrices can 
play an important part in the problem considered in this paper. 
If we restricted ourselves to reversely circulant matrices, we could start 
from Theorem 4 and see what comes out. It seems better, however, to start 
from scratch in that case, forget about eigenvalues, and use the fact that 
f(Q)=su~(((Q-Q~)r1~:I~I=1)~ 
x 
Let the first row of Q and that of Z E a(]Q12) be 




x r i<j i<j 
where, of course, x = (x1,. . . , x,). Depending on the sign of Ca i. a j, we 
must compute either the supremum or the infimum of Cx,x j over CX~ = 1, 
which amounts to computing the extrema of (Cx,)’ = 1-t 2Cxixj. Since 
i;f((~ri)z:~xf=l] = (y ii z”B; 
and 
s~p((~r~)~:~xf=l) =n if n>l, 
* 
we find 




2(n-1) if Caiaj~OO, 
iij 
-)I= -2 if c uiuj<O and n>2, 
i<j 
0 if ~uiuj<O and n=l. 
iij 
Let 2 E J(lQl); then, by definition, 
IQ+Q’I”-IQl”dZQ’) for all Q’. 
Let the first row of Q’ be (S,, a,, . . . ,a,); then this gives 
C(Ui+q)2+y’i~j(ui+6,)(uj+6j)-Cu~-Y C ui"j 
i<j 
> nCzJi for all Si. 
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Here y ’ is defined like y, but with a, replaced by ai + Si. By convexity it is 
sufficient to take ai small. If &,a j # 0 and ai is small enough, then y’ = y, 
and it follows that 
nzj=2aj+y C a, for all j, 
i#j 
so that a(lQ12) is a singleton if Caiai # 0. 
If &,a i = 0, we get, taking all Si equal to zero except aj for some j, 
2aj+y’C ai&nzj if 6j>o> 2aj+y’Cai<nzj if 6j~O. 
i#j i#j 
Hence if Ci + ja i > 0, then 
-2~ai<nzj-2aj<2(fl-1)~aiT 
i#j i#j 
and if Ci + ia i < 0, then 
2(n-1) Cai<nzj-2aj< -2Cai, 
i#j i#j 
at least if n > 2. 
Conversely, if these inequalities hold with strict signs, then 2 E a(lQ12), 
still assuming that &,a j = 0. This completes the proof of 
THEOREM 5. lfQisreverselycirculant,ifits~rstrowis(u,,a,,...,u,), 
n > 2, and if IQ1 is the l,-induced mm of Q, then 
(a) incase Xi, jai~j+ 0, Z E a((Q12) ifandonZyifnzj- 2Uj=yCizjUi 
and 
(b) in case Ci <piuj = 0, if Z E a(lQj2) then 
nzj-2aj-(n-2) Cu. <n C a. 
i+j 'IL l'fj '1' 
i=1,2,..., 
and if this inequality holds with a strict sign, then Z E a(lQl’). 
Here the first row of Z is (z,, z2 ,..., 2,). 
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If we want to apply this theorem to our optimization problem, we must, 
of course, replace Q by Q - QO. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let 
with rank Qe = 2; hence (Y’ # p2. Consider 
inf{]Q-Q”]2:Q=(i i),rankQ<k) for k=l, 
Q 
so that b=ra with r=+l or r= -1. 
If rank Q = 0, then a = b = 0 and f(Q) = (]a]+ ]p])2. 
If rank Q = 1, then a # 0 and Theorems 2 and 5 imply the existence of 
and za2 
such that 
and if (a - cy)(b - /3) + 0, 
22, - 2(a - cr) = y(b - P>> 2z,-2(b+)=y(a-a), 
where y = 2sign[(a - cy)(b - p)]. 
(a) If T = + 1, then a = b, z1 = - z2, and (2+ y)(a - a)+(2+ y)(a - p) 
= 0, so that if y = - 2, we only have the condition that (a - a)(~ - p) < 0, 
or 
min(a,/?)<a=b<max(a,p), 
where the equalities result from (a - a)( a - /3) = 0; whereas if y = + 2 we 
obtain 2a = LY + j3, and 2 = 2sign[ - ((Y - /3)‘], a contradiction. 
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(b) If T = - 1;a similar analysis shows that 
min(ol, -/3)<a= -bQmax(a, -p). 
It follows that fYi, = (Ial - IJ31)2 and that for optimal Q we have that 
rank Q = 1, unless either a = 0 or p = 0, although even then we can rely on 
there being some Q with rank Q = 1. Notice that there is no unique 
optimal Q. 
4. COMPUTING af(Q) WHEN USING THE FROBENIUS NORM 
If instead of the Is-induced norm we use the Frobenius norm, we obtain a 
much simpler result. Then 
f(Q) = IQ - Q”12 = C (4ij - 4:)2> 
i.j 
and it easily follows that 
U(Q) = {$Q - Q”)} > 
which for ah Q is a singleton (the same is true for all Q # Q” if f(Q) = 
IQ - Q’I). 
EXAMPLE 2. Let Q”, Q, and k be as in Example 1. If 
f(Q) = 2( a2 + /3 2). If Q # 0, then Z~ must exist such that 
> where r2=1 
Q = 0 then 
and b=ra. 
Itfollowsthat a-a=-r(b-@).If r=+lthena=b=i(a+fi),andif 
r= -1 then a= -b=i(cu-/I), giving f(Q)=(a-j3)2 and f(Q)= 
(a + p)2, respectively, and f,, = (Ial- Ipl)2. Notice that the optimal solution 
is unique. 
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5. RELATING THE STRUCTURE OF A REVERSELY CIRCULANT 
MATRIX TO ITS RANK 
From now on we restrict our attention to reversely circulant matrices. 
First of all we note that if the rank of a reversely circulant matrix is equal to 
k, then its submatrix formed from the first k rows and the first k columns is 
nonsingular, so that such a matrix has the form as indicated in Theorem 6 
below. In this theorem we give a necessary and sufficient condition for a 
matrix of this form to be reversely circulant. This can be used to construct 
reversely circulant matrices given their rank. 
THEOREM 6. Let the n by n matrix Q have the form 
Q=( A AR ), withApbyp, 
RTA RTAR 
andletthefirstrowofRT be(rl,..., rp). Consider the circulant matrix 
1 r, rz . . . 
rP 
-1 0 ..’ o\ 
C= 0 rl *.. rp-1 rP 
-1 . . . 0 
e............................... 
, r2 r3 . . . -1 0 0 ..a rl 
If Q is reversely circulant and if rank Q = p, then rank C = n - p. Con- 
versely, if C has the indicated form 
(a l,. . . , a,,) be the first row of Q, 
compute (a,+,,...,a.) according to 
up+1 = rlal + 
a 
P+2 
= r,a, + 
and if rank C = n - p, then if we let 
and if we prescribe (a,,...,a,) and 
‘. . + r,a,, 
.+* +rpap+l, 
(*> 
a, = r,a._, + . . . + rpanel, 
then (a,,..., a ,) determines a reversely circulant matrix Q, and rank Q Q p. 
Proof. If Q has the indicated form, and if Q is reversely circulant, then, 
if (a,,..., a,) is the first row of Q, we have, of course, that ( * ) holds, and 
hence that QC = 0. If in addition rank Q = p, it follows from this that 
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rankC<n-p,butCcontainsann-pbyn-ptriangularmatrixwith -1 
everywhere on the main diagonal, so that rank C > n - p; hence rank C = 
n-p. Conversely, if we prescribe (a,,...,a,) and compute (a,,,,...,~,) 
from (*) given ri,..., rP, we get QC = 0 if Q is the reversely circulant matrix 
generated by (a 1,. . . , a,,). If rank C = n - p, it follows that rank Q < p. n 
EXAMPLE 3. Let n = 4 and rank Q = rank A = p = 2. Then 
/a b fa +b\ 
Q= +“, i; I” ; 
i ! with r”=Iandr=O 1 2 7 :b -i b *a 
and 
If we let rank Q = rank A = p = 1, then 




+a a +a a 
a &a a +a 
i 
with r,z=l 
*a a +a a 
R=(r,,Lr,). 
The numbers r i,. . . , rp can be computed from p nonlinear equations as 
follows. If rank C = n - p, since C is circulant, there must exist numbers 
sly..., S “_p such that 
(-I,0 >..., O,r,,r, ,...> rJ 
= q(r,,r, ,..., rp> - 1,o ,...> 0) 
+ 40, Tl ,...,*p-l,~p, -1 ,...,o) 
+ . . . 
+s n_p(O,O,...,~ 2p-n+l,T2p--n+2.r2p--n+3,.“’ -I), 
where ri = 0 if i < 0, because the left hand side of this equation is the 
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(n - p + 1)st row of C. The sj can be eliminated: 
rp= --s n-p, 
rp-r = - s,_p-r +S “-Jp 
r p-2 = - s,_p_s +s n-p-1$-1 +sn-p*p, 
and then p equations in ri, . . . , rp result. 
EXAMPLE 4. n = 5 and p = 3 gives 
so that s2 = - rs, sr = - r2 - rt, and the resulting equations are r,(r2 + r,“) 
= 1, rir, + rsa + r2rt = 0, ri +2r2r3 + rss = 0, giving ri = 1, r2 = - rs = i( - 1 
f 6). If p = n - 1, everything is very simple: ( - 1, rl, . . . , r,, _ 1) = 
Sl(f.,, 5,. . . > -l), giving r,=(-l)‘+‘r{, i=l,...,n-1 and r,r,_,=l, so 
that ( - 1)“~; = l.Ifniseven,thisleadstor,2=1andhenceto(r,,...,r,_,) 
= (rn - 1, Tl, - l,... ), and if n is odd, it leads to ri = - 1 and hence to 
ri= -1 forall i. 
Since R depends only on rr,..., rp, R can be determined once we know 
the T,. This could be done as follows. From QC = 0 we have that 
(A AR)C = 0, or, if A is nonsingular, (I R)C = 0. Partitioning C as 
Cl, Cl2 
c= c 
i 1 21 C 22 
in such a way that C,, is p by p, so that C,, is nonsingular, we obtain 
R = - C,,C,;? 
Obviously, we may also first permute the columns of C before partition- 
ing C. In particular, if we apply a cyclic permutation in such a way that C,, 
becomes a lower triangular matrix with - 1 everywhere on the main diago- 
nal, this may lead to a relatively easy computation, as a triangular matrix is 
easily inverted. (Actually, we may also put R = - Cl,&’ if we let C,, be 
n - p by p, and if we do not permut C at all.) 
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Apart from R = -Cl&&‘, it follows from (I R)C = 0 that C,, = 
C,sC~lC,,, which gives a (redundant) system of equations for ri, . . . , rv. 
6. SOLVING THE MINIMIZATION PROBLEM IN THE CASE OF 
REVERSELY CIRCULANT MATRICES AND THE 
FROBENIUS NORM 
In order to solve for info{IQ-Q”12:rankQ<k}, k<rankQO, with Q” 
and Q reversely circulant, and where IQ - Q”I is the Frobenius norm of 
Q-Q’,wecouldlet p=k,k-l,..., and for each of these p solve for a p 
bypnonsingularmatrixA,ann-pbyn-pmatrixY,andapbyn-p 
matrix R from 
as follows from Theorem 2 and Section 4. Let 
then this is easily seen to be equivalent to 
A = (@r + Q;&)( Z + RRT) - ‘, 
Y= RTAR-Q,O, 
(I + RRT)AR = QF2 + RQ&, 
RTA( Z + RRT) = Q& + Q&RT. 
Note that setting rank Q = p, with p fixed, means that T,(Q) becomes 
Bouligand’s contingent cone of C at Q (see end of Section 1). 
EXAMPLE 5. Let n = 4, k = 3, and 
0 0 0 1 
QO= i 0 0 1 
0 10 
1 0 0 0 1 0’ 0 
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If rank A = ‘p = 3 then RT = (rl, - 1, r,), where rrs = 1 (see the case p = n - 1 
considered below Example 4). Hence 
and Y=fr,, 
so that ]Q - Q”] = 1. If rank A = p = 2, then 
and 
hence IQ - Q”] = fi. Finally, ‘f 1 rank A = 1, then R = (TV, 1, ri), rf = 1, and 
A = fr,, Y=f 
so that ]Q - Q”] = 6. 
It follows that f,, = 1, which happens to be equal to the minimum if any 
Q, reversely circulant or not, is allowed. The same is true if instead of k = 3 
we take k = 2 or k = 1. Note that Q” is itself reversely circulant. 
OPEN QUESTION. It is an open question if, when Q” is reversely cir- 
&ant, there always exists a reversely circulant Q for which the value of f,, 
is assumed. If Q” is just Hankel (and finite), then there may be no Q that is 
Hankel for which f,, is assumed, at least if one uses the &-induced norm. 
COUNTEREXAMPLE (Heij [9]). Take rr = 3 and let 
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Then if the norm is the Zs-induced norm, no Q exists which is Hankel, and for 
which the minimum of IQ - Q” ( is assumed, under the condition that 
rank Q < 1. 
Another interesting fact is that the minimum may be assumed for a Q 
with rank Q < k, an occurrence that apparently is rare when considering 
infinite Hankel matrices and again the &-induced norm. 
EXAMPLE 6. Let n = 3 and k = 2, and take 
Q”= 
a P Y 
P Y a 
Y ll P 
Then fmin=min{(cu+j3+y)2; ((~-/3)~+(/3-y)~+(y-(~)~}, where (a+ 
j3 + y)2 is obtained if we let rank Q = 2, and (a - p)2 + (j3 - y)2 + (y - a)2 
if rank Q = 1. Depending on the values of a, j?, and y, it may be better to let 
rank Q = 1. That Q with rank Q = 1 might be preferred can be illustrated 
geometrically. If we let 
a b c 
Q=b c a, 
( 1 c a b 
then because rank Q < 2, we have that a3 + b3 + c3 = 3abc or (a + b + c)~ 
=3(a+b+c)(ab+bc+ca).If a+b+c=O,thenrankQisequalto2or 
0, and if (a + b + c)~ = 3(ab + bc + ca) or (a - b)2 +(b - c)~ +(c - a)2 = 
0, then rank Q is equal to 1 or 0. So the Q’s with rank equal to 2 or 0 form a 
2dimensional subspace in P, and those with rank equal to 1 or 0 form a 
I-dimensional subspace in R 3. These two subspaces meet in 0 only, and 
depending on whether (a, fl, y) is closer to the latter than to the former, we 
must let rank Q = 1 or rank Q = 2. 
Thanks are due to C. Heij and I. W. Nieuwenhuis for their contributions. 
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